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We address the possibility of realising successful leptogenesis from dark matter annihilations in
the scotogenic model of neutrino masses to explain the same order of magnitude abundance of
dark matter and baryons in the present Universe. After showing that the minimal model in this
category can not satisfy all these requirements, we study a minimal extension of this model and
find that the scale of leptogenesis can be as low as 5 TeV, lower than the one in vanilla leptogenesis
scenario in scotogenic model along with the additional advantage of explaining the baryon-dark
matter coincidence. Due to such low scale, the model remains predictive at dark matter direct
detection and rare decay experiments looking for charged lepton flavour violating processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been significant progress in last few decades
in gathering evidences suggesting the presence of a myste-
rious, non-luminous form of matter, known as dark mat-
ter (DM) in the present Universe, whose amount is ap-
proximately five times more than the ordinary luminous
or baryonic matter density ΩB ≈ 5% [1]. Among differ-
ent beyond standard model (BSM) proposals for DM, the
weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) paradigm
remains the most widely studied scenario where a DM
candidate typically with electroweak (EW) scale mass
and interaction rate similar to EW interactions can give
rise to the correct DM relic abundance, a remarkable co-
incidence often referred to as the WIMP Miracle. On
the other hand, out of equilibrium decay of a heavy par-
ticle leading to the generation of baryon asymmetry has
been a very well known mechanism for baryogenesis [2, 3].
One interesting way to implement such a mechanism is
leptogenesis [4] where a net leptonic asymmetry is gen-
erated first which gets converted into baryon asymmetry
through B + L violating EW sphaleron transitions. The
interesting feature of this scenario is that the required
lepton asymmetry can be generated within the frame-
work of the seesaw mechanism that explains the origin
of tiny neutrino masses [5], another observed phenomena
which the SM fails to address.
Although these popular scenarios can explain the phe-
nomena of DM and baryon asymmetry independently,
it is nevertheless an interesting observation that DM and
baryon abundance are very close to each other, within the
same order of magnitudes ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB . Discarding the
possibility of any numerical coincidence, one is left with
the task of constructing theories that can relate the ori-
gin of these two observed phenomena in a unified manner.
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There have been several proposals already which mainly
fall into two broad categories. In the first one, the usual
mechanism for baryogenesis is extended to apply to the
dark sector which is also asymmetric [6–9]. The second
one is to produce such asymmetries through annihilations
[10–12] where one or more particles involved in the anni-
hilations eventually go out of thermal equilibrium in or-
der to generate a net asymmetry. The so-called WIMPy
baryogenesis [13–15] belongs to this category, where a
dark matter particle freezes out to generate its own relic
abundance and then an asymmetry in the baryon sector
is produced from DM annihilations. The idea extended
to leptogenesis is called WIMPy leptogenesis [16–18].
While there is no evidence yet for seesaw mechanism,
recently the so-called scotogenic model [19] as an alterna-
tive to canonical seesaw mechanism has been extensively
studied, where Majorana light neutrino masses can be
generated at one loop level with DM particle in the loop.
In the scotogenic model, the required lepton asymmetry
can be generated through right handed neutrino decays
[20] at a low scale MN ∼ 10 TeV at the cost of severe fine-
tuning, but it can not explain the coincidence of baryon
asymmetry and DM abundance. Then, an interesting
question raised is whether WIMPy leptogenesis can be
realised remedying the weak points in vanilla leptogen-
esis in the scotogenic model. Giving the answer to this
question is the main purpose of this work. We examine
how the DM annihilation can produce the lepton asym-
metry while keeping the correct DM abundance so that
the coincidence of their values can be naturally explained.
However, it will turn out that it is hard to satisfy the
requirements for DM, baryon asymmetry and neutrino
mass simultaneously in the minimal scotogenic model.
To successfully realise the WIMPy leptogenesis, we min-
imally extend the scotogenic model by adding a singlet
scalar field where all such requirements can be fulfilled
while keeping the scale of leptogenesis as low as 5 TeV,
lower than the scale of vanilla leptogenesis [20]. Due to
such a low scale, the model has another advantage to pre-
dict observable rates of charged lepton flavour violation
accessible by the sensitivity of the future experiments.
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2This letter is arranged as follows. In section II we
discuss the minimal scotogenic model and show that
WIMPy leptogenesis is not viable in the model. In sec-
tion III, we present the non-minimal scotogenic model
and discuss how DM abundance, baryon asymmetry and
tiny neutrino mass can be simultaneously accommodated
along with its testability through direct detection and
charged lepton flavour violation. We finally conclude in
section IV.
II. MINIMAL SCOTOGENIC MODEL
The minimal scotogenic model [19] is the extension of
the SM by three copies of right handed singlet neutrinos
Ni, i ∈ 1, 2, 3 and one scalar field η transforming as a
doublet under SU(2)L. An additional discrete symme-
try Z2 is incorporated under which these new fields are
odd giving rise to the possibility of the lightest Z2-odd
particle being a suitable DM candidate. The Lagrangian
involving the newly added singlet fermions is
L ⊃ 1
2
(MN )ijNiNj +
(
Yij L¯iη˜Nj + h.c.
)
. (1)
The electroweak symmetry breaking occurs due to the
non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV) acquired by
the neutral component of the SM Higgs doublet while the
Z2-odd doublet η does not acquire any VEV. After the
EWSB these two scalar doublets can be written in the
following form in the unitary gauge,
H =
(
0
v + h√
2
)T
, η =
(
η±
ηR + iηI√
2
)T
. (2)
The scalar potential and the masses of the physical
scalars at tree level are explicitly given in [19].
Denoting the squared physical masses of neutral scalar
and pseudo-scalar parts of η as m2R,I = m
2
ηR,ηI and the
mass of the right handed neutrino Nk in the internal line
as Mk, the one loop neutrino mass in the limit m
2
ηR +
m2ηI ≈M2k can be estimated as [19]
(mν)ij ≈
∑
k=1,2,3
λ5v
2
32pi2
YikYjk
Mk
=
∑
k=1,2,3
m2ηI −m2ηR
32pi2
YikYjk
Mk
,
(3)
where λ5 is the coupling constant of the quartic scalar
term, 12λ5(H
†η) + h.c.. Without any loss of generality,
we consider λ5 < 0 so that the CP even scalar ηR is the
lightest Z2 odd particle and hence a stable dark mat-
ter candidate. In this model for the neutrino mass to
match with experimentally observed limits (∼ 0.1 eV),
Yukawa couplings of the order 10−3 are required if Mk
is as low as 1 TeV and the mass difference between ηR
and ηI is kept around 1 GeV. Such a small mass split-
ting between ηR and ηI will correspond to small quartic
coupling λ5 ∼ 10−4. Thus, one can suitably choose the
Yukawa couplings, quartic coupling λ5 and Mk in order
to arrive at sub eV light neutrino masses.
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams contributing to 〈σv〉DMDM→LL
and .
Here we consider ηR as the DM candidate (ηR ≡ DM)
which is similar to the inert doublet model discussed ex-
tensively in the literature [19, 21, 22]. Typically there
exists two distinct mass regions, MDM ≤ 80 GeV and
MDM ≥ 500 GeV, where correct relic abundance criteria
can be satisfied. In both regions, depending on the mass
differences mη± − mηR ,mηI − mηR , the coannihilations
of ηR, η
± and ηR, ηI can also contribute to the DM relic
abundance [23, 24].
The scalar DM annihilations can produce a net lepton
asymmetry after the annihilation rates go out of equilib-
rium. Since we use EW sphaleron processes to convert
the lepton asymmetry into the baryon one, such freeze-
out of DM annihilations is required to occur above the
EW scale. The possible Feynman diagrams responsible
for the generation of such lepton asymmetry are shown
in figure 1. While CP asymmetry responsible for lepto-
genesis is mostly due to interference between s-channel
tree and corresponding one loop diagrams, CP asymme-
try we propose in this work is due to interference between
t-channel tree and the corresponding one-loop diagrams.
So, this is a new possibility for CP asymmetry based on
t-channel annihilation.
The Boltzmann equations responsible for the co-
genesis of DM density and leptonic asymmetry are given
as follows:
dYDM
dz
=
−2zs
H(MDM)
〈σv〉DMDM→SMSM
(
Y 2DM − (Y eqDM)2
)
,
dY∆L
dz
=
2zs
H(MDM)
[
〈σv〉DMDM→LL
(
Y 2DM − (Y eqDM)2
)
− Y∆LY eql [〈σv〉woDMDM→LL + 〈σv〉DMDM→LL]
− Y∆LYDM
[〈σv〉wo
DML→DML
]− 1
2
Y∆L
[〈σv〉wo
DMDM→SML
]]
,
(4)
H =
√
4pi3g∗
45
M2DM
MPl
, s = g∗
2pi2
45
(
MDM
z
)3
,
where z = MDMT , MPl is the Planck mass and Y =
n/s denotes the comoving number density, as ratio
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FIG. 2. Predictions for the DM relic abundance as a function
of MDM for 10 TeV . MN . 103 TeV in the minimal scoto-
genic model. All points satisfy the correct leptonic asymme-
try requirement to generate the observed baryon asymmetry
and the colour code corresponds to the freeze-out tempera-
ture of the annihilation processes responsible for creating this
asymmetry.
of number density to entropy density. Now, along
with the usual processes for the dark matter annihila-
tion 〈σv〉DMDM→SMSM similar to that of inert doublet
model mentioned earlier we also have extra processes
〈σv〉DMDM→LL giving rise to the lepton asymmetry aris-
ing by virtue of inert doublet coupling to leptons through
right handed neutrinos. Such processes producing the
asymmetry are also countered by the washout processes
〈σv〉woDMDM→LL which try to erase the asymmetry pro-
duced. Such washout processes can be categorised as:
• ∆L = 1 washout: N ηR,I(η±)→ LZ(W ).
• ∆L = 2 washout: NN → LL, Lη → L¯ η.
The interference term denoted by  in equation (5) is
defined as
 =
〈σv〉1DMDM→LL
〈σv〉0DMDM→LL
' λ sinφ ˆ (5)
ˆ =
1 + x
8pi2x
[
ln
(
− (1 + x)
2x
)2
+ 2Li2
(
1
2
(
3 +
1
x
))
− 2Li2
(
(x− 1)2
(1 + x)2
)
+ 2Li2
(
1 + x(2− 3x)
(1 + x)2
)
− 2Li2
(
3− 2
1 + x
)
+ 4Li2
(
2− 1− x
1 + x
)]
, (6)
where λ’s are the individual quartic coupling for the re-
spective diagrams and the phase φ is the resultant effec-
tive phase of the Yukawa’s Yij in the basis where Mk
is real and diagonal. Also, x =
M2DM
M2N
and Li2(y) =
∑∞
k=1
yk
k2 . The superscripts 0 and 1 in 〈σv〉(1,0) mean
the tree and the interference between the tree and the
one-loop, respectively.
To perform the numerical analysis, we implement the
model in SARAH 4 [25] and extract the thermally aver-
aged annihilation rates from micrOMEGAs 4.3 [26] to use
while solving the Boltzmann equations above. In order
to implement the constraints from neutrino mass and
flavour data, we use the Casas-Ibarra parametrisation
for Yij [27] and use SPheno 3.1 [28]. We also include
DM direct detection constraints arising from tree level
Z boson mediated processes ηRn → ηIn, n being a nu-
cleon. We note that one can forbid such scattering if
δ = mηI − mηR > 100 keV. Using the expressions for
physical masses above, it leads to a lower bound on the
dimensionless quartic coupling λ5 as
λ5 ≈ 1.65× 10−7
(
δ
100 keV
)(
MDM
100 GeV
)
.
This lower limit on λ5 becomes weaker for heavier DM
masses. In Fig. 2, we plot the predictions for the DM
relic abundance as a function of MDM for 10 TeV .
Mk . 103 TeV in the minimal scotogenic model. Dif-
ferent parameters mentioned in this plot along with their
benchmark values correspond to the ones in minimal sco-
togenic model given in [19]. All points in this plot sat-
isfy the leptonic asymmetry required for the observed
baryon asymmetry via the sphaleron conversion factor
Cs =
8Nf+4NH
22Nf+13NH
where Nf = 3, NH = 2 are the number
of fermion generations and Higgs doublets respectively.
The colour code corresponds to the freeze-out tempera-
ture of the annihilation processes TF , and the horizontal
line corresponds to the observed value for the DM relic
abundance. Since the EW sphaleron processes are effec-
tive for temperature above EW phase transition temper-
ature ∼ 150− 200 GeV, the observed baryon asymmetry
can be achieved only if TF ∼MDM/20 > 150 GeV, which
in turn corresponds to the overproduction of DM in the
high mass regime. In addition, we take Mk to be around
10 TeV and the Yukawa couplings are required to be or-
der one for successful lepton asymmetry, which require
λ5 to be very small for the tiny neutrino mass. But such
a small λ5 reduces the mass difference between ηR and ηI
which is ruled out by the direct detection through inelas-
tic Z-mediated scattering. Thus, we conclude that the
WIMPy leptogenesis can not be realised in the minimal
scotogenic model. Our conclusion does not depend upon
any particular choice of parameters in the model.
III. NON-MINIMAL SCOTOGENIC MODEL
Now, we propose an extension of the minimal scoto-
genic model where the WIMPy leptotgnesis can be suc-
cessfully realised. The motive behind this minimal ex-
tension is to decouple DM mass splitting from neutrino
mass so that the constraints from successful leptogenesis
4and correct neutrino mass do not push us to a region of
parameter space where DM mass splitting leads to very
large inelastic direct detection scattering mediated by Z
boson. This can simply be achieved by having a scalar
singlet admixture in the DM. On top of the particles in
the minimal scotogenic model, we introduce an additional
complex scalar singlet χ, and a dark U(1)D symmetry is
imposed which gets softly broken down to Z2. The SM
fields have zero charges under U(1)D whereas the addi-
tional fields η,N, χ have unit charge. The scalar poten-
tial of this non-minimal model can be found in [29], pro-
posed with different motivation. In the scalar potential
the term 12µ
2
4
[
χ2 + (χ∗)2
]
breaks the U(1)D symmetry
softly. It is interesting to note that due to the existence
of this softly broken U(1)D symmetry, the usual λ5 term
of minimal scotogenic model {λ52 (H†η)2 +h.c.} no longer
exists making the one loop neutrino mass generation di-
agram different with three different scalar internal lines
having two VEV insertions. The mass squared eigenval-
ues corresponding to the SM like Higgs and the charged
components of η are m2h = λHv
2,m2η± = µ
2
2+
1
2λ4v
2. The
neutral components of η and χ mix through the trilinear
terms of the scalar potential. The mass squared matri-
ces in the (ηR,I , χR,I) basis can then be diagonalised to
find the corresponding mass eigenstates φR1 , φ
R
2 (φ
I
1, φ
I
2)
by usual rotation with angle θR (θI). Since all four fields
are present in the internal scalar lines of the one-loop
neutrino mass diagram, the corresponding expression for
neutrino mass is
(mν)ij =
∑
k
YikYjkMk
16pi2
(cos2 θRm2φRα
m2
φRα
−M2k
ln
m2φRα
M2k
−
cos2 θIm
2
φIα
m2
φIα
−M2k
ln
m2φIα
M2k
)
, α = 1, 2. (7)
Similar to the minimal scotogenic model, we imple-
ment this model in SARAH 4 to extract the model files
required for further calculations of scattering rates which
we use to solve the coupled Boltzmann equations for DM
and lepton asymmetry. We choose the following two
benchmark points of relevant parameters to show our nu-
merical results:
BP1
mφR1 = 4.8902136 TeV,mφR2 = 4.90106233 TeV,mφI1 = 4.890212 TeV,mφI2 = 4.90105859 TeV,mφ± = 4.8929958 TeV,
µη = 4.89 TeV, µχ = 4.89 TeV, µ = 234.14 GeV, µ4 = 24.64 GeV, λ4 = 2.24× 10−3, λ5 = 1.53× 10−4,
λ6 = 5.95× 10−5, Mk = 15.02 TeV (k = 1, 2, 3).
BP2
mφR1 = 4.78171586 TeV,mφR2 = 4.79263107 TeV,mφI1 = 4.78171462 TeV,mφI2 = 4.79262652 TeV,mφ± = 4.78405012 TeV,
µη = 4.78 TeV, µχ = 4.79 TeV, µ = 212.43 GeV, µ4 = 27.74 GeV, λ4 = 1.37× 10−4, λ5 = 3.48× 10−5,
λ6 = 3.55× 10−4, Mk = 17.79 TeV (k = 1, 2, 3). (8)
The details of these notations can be found in [29].
These two points corresponds to  = 0.02304(0.02467)
(for the benchmark points BP1 (BP2)) in the interfer-
ence term of equation (5). This is equivalent to λ sinφ =
1.75(0.85), which plays the crucial role in generating the
CP asymmetry, as seen from the expression for the inter-
ference term. The Yukawa couplings relating DM with
SM leptons are fixed by Casas-Ibarra parametrisation so
that their values are determined in terms of light neu-
trino masses and mixing parameters. The evolution of
comoving number densities for DM and lepton asymme-
try with temperature are shown in figure 3. The left
(right) plot corresponds to BP1 (BP2) and the input
values for the parameters are given in (8). The vertical
band correspond to the EW phase transition region be-
low which the leptonic asymmetry is supposed to get con-
verted into the baryon one, by the appropriate sphaleron
factor Cs defined earlier. The horizontal dotted line cor-
respond to the required value of lepton asymmetry that
can give rise to the baryon abundance of 4.9% in the
present Universe [1]. The plots in figure 3 show that the
DM abundance (blue solid curves) gets frozen out while
the leptonic asymmetry (red dotted curves) freezes in as
the temperature becomes smaller. The frozen value of
leptonic asymmetry Y f∆L can be converted into baryon
asymmetry as ΩB = ρB/ρcr = (CssmpY
f
∆L)/ρcr with
mp, ρcr being proton mass and critical density of the Uni-
verse at present epoch. Similarly, the frozen comoving
DM abundance Y fDM can be converted into its relic abun-
dance as ΩDM = ρDM/ρcr = (MDMsY
f
DM)/ρcr. Although,
in figure 3, we have Y fDM < Y
f
∆L, we can get ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB
by the appropriate factor MDM/(Csmp).
We check the predictions for direct and indirect de-
tection experiments for DM in our model and find it
very much promising. The spin independent DM nucleon
cross section is found to be 3.527×10−11 (2.508×10−11)
pb for BP1 (BP2)) which lies close to the upper bound
set by latest results from Xenon1T experiment [30] for
a DM candidate mass of around 5 TeV. Similarly, the
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FIG. 3. Comoving number densities for lepton asymmetry and dark matter as a function of temperature for the benchmark
points, BP1 (left) and BP2 (right). The largest value of Yukawa couplings corresponding these benchmark points are of order
O(1) i.e Yij ≈ 1.9. The vertical lines denote the range of electroweak phase transition temperature.
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FIG. 4. Predictions for LFV processes in our model for varying MDM and their correlations with the DM relic abundance. The
two benchmark points are highlighted with arrows. The vertical (horizontal) line corresponds to experimental limit for LFV
processes (DM density).
DM self annihilations into charged particles can give rise
to gamma rays that can be seen at gamma ray satel-
lites like Fermi, MAGIC etc. whose recent data have al-
ready constrained several DM models [31]. In our model,
where DM masses are in the few TeV regime, the most
important annihilation channel from indirect detection
point of view is 〈σv〉DMDM→W+W− which comes out to
be 2.831962×10−28 (3.246397×10−28) cm3s−1 for BP1
(BP2) in our analysis. These values lie way below the
current upper limit from indirect detection experiments
[31].
We then use the SPheno 3.1 interface to check the con-
straints from flavour data. We particularly focus on three
charged lepton flavour violating (LFV) decays namely,
µ → eγ, µ → 3e and µ → e (Ti) conversion that have
strong current limit as well as good future sensitivity [32].
The present bounds are: BR(µ→ eγ) < 4.2×10−13 [33],
BR(µ → 3e) < 1.0 × 10−12 [34], CR(µ,Ti → e,Ti) <
4.3× 10−12 [35]. While the future sensitivity of the first
two processes are around one order of magnitude lower
than the present branching ratios, the µ to e conver-
sion (Ti) sensitivity is supposed to increase by six order
of magnitudes [32] making it a highly promising test to
confirm or rule out different TeV scale BSM scenarios.
It should be noted that such charged LFV process arises
in the SM at one loop level and remains suppressed by
the smallness of neutrino masses, much beyond the cur-
rent and near future experimental sensitivities. There-
fore, any experimental observation of such processes is
definitely a sign of BSM physics, like the one we are
studying here. We show the predictions for LFV pro-
cesses in our model in figure 4, also highlighting the two
6benchmark points mentioned above. It can be seen that
some part of the parameter space, specially the region
which generates correct DM abundance, lies close to the
current experimental limits. For µ→ eγ, the latest MEG
2016 limit [33] can already rule out several points. The
promising future sensitivity of the µ to e conversion (Ti)
will be able to explore most part of the parameter space.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have addressed the possibility of explaining the co-
incidence of DM abundance and baryon asymmetry in
the present Universe along with non-zero neutrino masses
within the framework of scotogenic model. Adopting the
WIMPy leptogenesis framework and considering the min-
imal scotogenic model, we first show that the simultane-
ous generation of DM abundance and baryon asymmetry
along with satisfying neutrino mass, DM direct detec-
tion data is not possible. We then minimally extend the
model by another complex singlet and found that it is
indeed possible to explain ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB along with satis-
fying all other phenomenological constraints. Apart from
explaining ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB , another key feature of our sce-
nario is that the scale of leptogenesis can be lower than
that in the scenario of vanilla leptogenesis. For the two
benchmark points chosen in our work, we could obtain
successful leptogenesis along with other requirements for
MDM ∼ 5 TeV whereas vanilla leptogenesis in scotogenic
model works for MR ≥ 10 TeV. Another interesting fea-
ture is the testability of the model at DM direct detection
and rare decay experiments. Even though the particle
spectrum is in a few TeV regime or above, away from the
reach of current collider experiments, the model can still
be tested at near future run of direct detection experi-
ments like Xenon and rare decay experiments looking for
charged lepton flavour violation like µ → eγ, µ → 3e, µ
to e conversion etc. We highlight our interesting results
by adopting benchmark points here and leave a detailed
numerical analysis of this scenario to an upcoming work.
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